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ABSTRACT 

Novice programmers find learning to program difficult and 

debugging has also been identified as a difficult task for novice 

programmers. Novice programmers struggle to develop accurate 

mental models of programming concepts and processes, have 

difficulty understanding how a computer executes instructions and 

struggle to apply the syntax rules of high-level programming 

languages.  Different programming assistance software tools have 

been developed to assist novice programmers with their 

understanding of programming concepts.  Programming assistance 

tools use different techniques to assist novice programmers, 

including visualisation and animation techniques, and drag and 

drop interfaces.  A number of programming assistance tools has 

shortcomings, for example, not supporting all introductory 

programming concepts.   

This paper identifies several different programming assistance 

software tools that are freely available for use by novice 

programmers.  The programming assistance tools are evaluated 

using selection criteria that can be used to select programming 

assistance software tools for use in introductory programming 

courses.  The selection criteria are formulated from a literature 

review of introductory programming as well as research 

conducted with Information Technology (IT) learners in South 

African secondary schools.  The research presented in this paper 

aims to provide IT teachers and introductory programming 

lecturers with a list of programming assistance software tools that 

are freely available for introductory programming courses and 

subjects, selection criteria that can be used to evaluate the 

programming assistance tools and a discussion of some of the 

shortcomings of programming assistance tools that need to be 

considered when selecting tools for introductory programming 

courses. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

K.3.2 [Computers and Education]: Computer and Information 

Science Education – Computer Science education, Curriculum.  

 

General Terms 

Performance, Human Factors, Languages. 

Keywords 

Introductory Programming, Novice Programmers, Information 

Technology, Programming Assistance Tools. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Expert or professional programmers possess problem solving 

abilities [1, 2] that are essential for developing software that is fast 

and scalable.  These abilities are developed from programming 

experience gained over an average of 10 years [30]. 

Novice programmers, including Information Technology learners 

at South African secondary schools, find learning to program to 

be a difficult task [32].  The reason for this is that novice 

programmers need to learn how to understand and solve a 

problem, formulate a solution in a structured form (algorithm) and 

then write the algorithm in a specific programming language [34].  

Programming can be a difficult task if programmers are unable to 

plan solutions [31], lack understanding of programming concepts 

due to the abstract nature of these concepts [23] and lack 

understanding of how a computer executes code [5]. 

The teaching and learning of programming concepts can be 

supported with programming assistance tools.  Research in novice 

programming has suggested and developed programming tools 

[26] to enhance comprehension of algorithms and computer 

programs, assist with code debugging and assess programming 

knowledge and skills.  The programming assistance tools use 

different techniques such as visualisation, animation or drag-and-

drop interfaces to improve the conceptual understanding of 

programming concepts [2].   

Educators and students may be unaware of the different 

programming assistance tools that can be used to support 

understanding of programming concepts.  Certain tools have 

educational deficiencies and do not support all of the content 

presented in an introductory programming course.     

This paper discusses the difficulties novice programmers 

experience when learning to program (Section 2). Criteria that can 

be used to select programming assistance tools to support novice 

programmers are formulated (Section 3) and used to evaluate 

several programming assistance tools freely available for use by 

novice programmers (Sections 4 and 5). The paper is concluded 

and future work is presented in Section 6. 
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2. PROGRAMMING DIFFICULTIES 
Programming is a complex activity that requires a novice to learn 

non-trivial facts, skills and concepts that are new to them [2].   

 

Figure 1. Knowledge and skills required by programmers. 

Figure 1 summarises the relationship between code 

comprehension and generation and the different types of 

knowledge a novice programmer requires.   

Code generation involves 3 main steps (Figure 1): 

1. A given problem statement or requirements set must be 

considered in order to decide upon the programming 

strategy to use. 

2. An algorithm to solve the problem should be 

formulated, often using pseudocode. 

3. The algorithm is translated into the code of the 

programming language being used.  The program is 

tested and changed as necessary until the original set of 

requirements to solve the problem, are met.   

The three steps outlined above can only be achieved by a 

programmer who is able to apply programming knowledge and 

strategies and who has the ability to comprehend as well as 

generate code [8, 30]. 

2.1 Programming Knowledge 
Programming knowledge includes knowledge of programming 

concepts and principles, knowledge of computers and knowledge 

of programming language syntax (Figure 1) [26].  Knowledge of 

programming concepts and principles is an understanding of how 

different concepts are implemented and why.  For example, how a 

for-loop works or the purpose of a variable.  Knowledge of 

computers includes an understanding of how computer events 

occur and can be handled by the code (for example a mouse-click 

or button press).  Knowledge of syntax is required in order to 

implement a solution in a particular programming language.  

All three of the above knowledge areas are important for code 

generation.  If a programmer is unaware of the different 

programming concepts it would be difficult to plan a suitable 

solution.  A well designed solution will not run successfully if the 

syntax used is incorrect.  Code not executed in the correct order or 

when certain events occur will result in an incorrect program 

solution, regardless of whether there are no syntax errors or if the 

correct programming concepts have been implemented.  

2.2 Programming Strategies 
A programming strategy is the way in which programming 

knowledge is applied to solve a particular problem [8, 30].  A 

suitable programming strategy is required for the first step of code 

generation (Figure 1).  A programmer who has an understanding 

of programming knowledge, but who is unable to use their 

knowledge to solve or transfer solutions from simple problems to 

more complex problems, lacks an understanding of programming 

strategies [8, 23].  Similarly, a programmer lacks programming 

strategy or problem solving ability if the programs compile and 

run yet do not solve the problem due to logic errors [1]. 

In general, more time is spent teaching programming language 

knowledge than programming strategy [1, 26].  Novice 

programmers tend to combine the steps of the code generation 

process (Figure 1) as they attempt to write the algorithm in a 

particular programming language [11, 31]. 

2.3 Code Comprehension and Generation 
A novice programmer should have adequate knowledge in all 

three programming knowledge areas (Section 2.1) to be able to 

comprehend and generate code successfully (Figure 1).  A novice 

programmer that lacks ability in one or more of the knowledge 

areas will struggle to generate a code solution.   

Program comprehension is described as a “cognitively complex 

skill” [3, 24].  Novice programmers reading code should be able 

to identify the knowledge such as concepts used in the solution 

and the strategy applied to produce the solution [8].   

A correlation has been shown to exist between code 

comprehension and code generation [8, 25].  Code comprehension 

is regarded as an important skill required for successful 

programming [3].  Novice programmers that are not able to read 

and understand code are unable to write similar code [25].  This 

can be a problem as new concepts are explained to novice 

programmers using practical examples.  If a novice programmer is 

unable to read and understand code solutions, they will be unable 

to build their knowledge of programming concepts and strategies 

to solve real-world problems [24, 25].  The ability to read and 

understand code is moreover an important skill required for 

finding logical errors in code [25].   

2.4 Other Contributing Factors 
Other factors that can contribute to make learning to program 

difficult include the teaching approach used, the programming 

language and environment and specific programming concepts 

that are difficult to understand. 

2.4.1 Teaching Approach 
A novice programming student is guided by the teacher presenting 

the programming course when learning to program.  Teachers 

need to present the course with a balance between the “how to” 

and “why” explanations.  Overemphasising “how to”, for 

example, how to use an if-statement in a particular problem, may 

result in students being unable to transfer what they have learnt.  

Their underlying skills and concept knowledge would be lacking 

[2].  Overemphasising “why” would provide students with a 

theoretical knowledge of the underlying programming principles.  

However, the theory would need to be accompanied by practical 

experience demonstrating how the principles are applied. 

Teachers also need to assist novice programmers to create a 

proper mental model of different programming concepts, 

especially the more abstract concepts [32].  Each person has a 



preferred learning style, differing abilities, learning speeds and 

attitudes or motivations toward the subject [22, 23] which would 

need to be taken into consideration by the teacher when assisting 

individual students.  However, many teachers use one teaching 

approach for all students [1] thus not catering for the learning 

requirements of individual students.   

2.4.2 Programming Language and Environment 
The programming language and development environment tool 

used by novice programmers when learning to program can also 

contribute to the difficulties experienced [26].  Certain 

programming languages are too complex to use to explain or teach 

introductory programming concepts [5, 17, 27].  If a novice 

programmer is having difficulty understanding a programming 

concept, an explanation of the concept using a code example 

should not be further confusing.  Professional programming 

environments may also overwhelm novice programmers by 

presenting them with functionality and interfaces that are only 

used by professional programmers [5, 17, 27].  

2.4.3 Specific Programming Concepts 
Certain programming concepts are more abstract than others and 

are thus more difficult for novice programmers to understand [16].  

Abstract concepts have no related explanation in real life, making 

it difficult for novice programmers to develop an accurate mental 

model of these concepts. 

A literature survey has identified several specific programming 

concepts which novice programmers struggle to understand.  

Recursion is identified by three different research studies [14, 23, 

32] as a difficult concept for novice programmers to understand.  

Abstract data types such as arrays are identified by two separate 

research studies [14, 23].  Novice programmers also seem to have 

difficulty understanding and using methods or procedures and 

functions [12, 14]. 

Another concept that teachers specifically find difficult to teach is 

object-oriented programming (OOP).  The difficulty related to 

OOP has been associated with the paradigm shift from structured 

methods and not the actual concepts [17].  Two approaches have 

been recommended for teaching OOP: “objects first” and “objects 

last”.  The “objects last” approach is the most common instruction 

method.  This approach starts with simple concepts and programs 

and gradually advances to more difficult concepts [7].  This 

provides a gentle learning curve which allows novice 

programmers to incrementally build their programming 

knowledge.   

A problem with teaching OOP last is that a paradigm shift is 

needed for students to switch from the procedural style of 

programming to the OOP style of programming.  This shift has 

been identified as the cause of the difficulties related to teaching 

OOP last [7, 17].  The solution is the “objects first” approach.  

The “objects first” approach introduces concepts such as string 

handling and looping within the OOP environment. However, a 

novice programmer’s first experience of programming is a 

difficult mental challenge because they are faced with learning the 

basic programming concepts and syntax together with the 

complexities of OOP [7].    

A review of the literature has indicated greater support for the 

“objects first” approach [7, 17, 18, 20].  This is evident from 

many tools that have been developed to promote “objects first” 

and ensure that students are not impacted by the difficulties of 

“objects first” highlighted earlier.           

3. SELECTION CRITERIA 
Table 1 lists selection criteria that can be used to select a 

programming assistance tool to support novice programmers 

learning to program.  All items followed by an asterisk are derived 

from the programming difficulties identified in Section 2.  The 

remaining items are derived from the results of surveys 

administered to Information Technology (IT) learners and 

teachers in South African secondary schools [21, 22].   

The left hand column (Table 1) lists programming concepts that 

an introductory programming course should include.  This list is 

derived from the list of programming concepts that Information 

Technology (IT) learners in South African secondary schools are 

required to learn [9]. The bold items in the list are programming 

concepts that have been identified as difficult to understand based 

on the results of a survey administered to IT teachers and IT 

learners [21].   

The programming skills and knowledge items in the right hand 

column of Table 1, originate from the programming skills required 

by novice programmers identified in the literature survey 

presented in Section 2.  Programming assistance tools should 

allow novice programmers to develop code comprehension skills, 

promote problem solving ability using appropriate strategies, 

assist understanding of code execution and allow syntax 

knowledge and knowledge of programming principles and 

concepts to be improved. 

Every person has a preferred learning preference.  Four learning 

preferences are identified by Fleming and Baume [10], namely 

visual, aural, read/write and kinesthetic.  A persons learning 

preference could be only one or a combination of the four.  The IT 

teacher/learner survey results indicated that programming 

assistance tools should cater for at least 2 of the learning 

preferences to assist individual users.  

A programming assistance tool should be constructivist to allow a 

novice programmer to “build” their knowledge of programming 

concepts using the tool and promote self-study.  Novice 

programmers also need assistance to formulate a code solution 

before actually writing the program code.   

A tool that uses visualisation and/or animation techniques can 

increase interest and motivation [29].  Error handling refers to 

whether or not a tool can detect errors in code, that is, compile a 

code solution.  Simple errors messages and/or suggestions to 

correct errors refer to the way in which the tool assists novice 

programmers to detect and correct errors in the code. 

Novice programmers also struggle to apply programming 

strategies used to solve simple exercises, to solve more complex 

exercises.   



Table 1. Selection criteria for Programming Assistance Tools.  

 

The programming assistance tools should be able to assist novice 

programmers with the syntax of whichever programming language 

the novice programmer is learning to program in.  Care should be 

taken to select a tool which implements code or can be adapted to 

implement code that is the same or similar to that of the 

programming language being used by the novice programmers.  

Differences in syntax or the manner in which concepts are 

implemented can be confusing and result in making the learning 

process more difficult. 

4. PROGRAMMING ASSISTANCE TOOLS 
Programming assistance tools (PATs) are specifically designed to 

support novice programmers learning to program [26].  PATs can 

assist novice programmers to develop their understanding of 

programming concepts.  [31] states that the ideal PAT would be 

able to support several features including problem solving, 

algorithm design, assist with learning syntax for a particular 

programming language, and partial compiling to quickly check 

output and operation of a code block. 

PATs can also make use of visualisation and animation 

techniques.  Most programming concepts, data structures and 

algorithms are abstract [31].  Visualisation techniques can be used 

to help novice programmers develop an accurate mental model of 

programming concepts (Section 2).   

Several PATs have been identified from literature and will be 

discussed briefly. 

4.1 RobotProg 

 

Figure 2. Execution of RobotProg flowchart. 

RobotProg is a PAT in which the user creates a flowchart (Figure 

2) by dragging and dropping icons representing programming 

concepts.  When the program created is executed, it controls a 

robot to perform specific tasks (Figure 2). 

Different levels of difficulty can be specified in RobotProg.  The 

simple programming concepts are available in the lowest level.  

More complex programming concepts are available for use in the 

flowchart as the level is increased.   

Users are also challenged to complete tasks such as finding a 

corner or picking up a ball.  The RobotProg tool is able to detect 

Selection Criteria 

Concepts Programming skills & knowledge: 

Variables Code comprehension* 

Input (getting information from the user) Promotes problem solving using strategies* 

Output(displaying information to the user) Code execution* 

If-statements Syntax knowledge* 

Switch statements Knowledge of programming principles & concepts* 

For-loops Teaching/Learning approach: 

Repeat-until/do-while loops Constructivist (promote self-study) 

While-do loops Feedback to guide solution creation 

String handling Learning Preferences: 

Procedures* Visual 

Functions* Aural 

One-Dimensional Arrays* Read/Write 

Two-Dimensional Arrays* Kinesthetic 

File handling Other: 

Accessing a database Simple & complex examples (scaffolding) 

SQL statements Error handling 

Correct use of parameters Simple error messages/suggestions to correct errors 

Objects & classes* Visualisation/Animation 

Problem solving* Programming Language (e.g. Java, C#, Delphi (Pascal), etc.) 

Debugging*  



whether or not the task has been completed successfully. The 

RobotProg interface can be complicated for novice programmers 

to understand in the beginning.  Users are not able to view any 

code generated by the flowcharts.     

4.2 BlueJ 

 

Figure 3. Creating UML-like class diagrams in BlueJ. 

BlueJ is a tool that uses an objects first approach (Section 2.4) to 

introduce novice programmers to the concept of objects and 

classes.  In BlueJ, the objects and classes concepts are 

demonstrated without the user having to write any code [17, 19]. 

The advantages of BlueJ are that it is interactive and simple to 

use.  It uses visualisation to help novice programmers understand 

objects and classes.  UML-like class diagrams are used to provide 

a graphical overview of project structures (Figure 3).  A 

disadvantage is that exercises would need to be designed by the 

teacher, based on the functionality provided by BlueJ. 

BlueJ generates code in Java.  If users want to view the 

corresponding code implementations associated with the objects 

and classes visualisations, an understanding of the Java 

programming language is required.  BlueJ also does not provide 

assistance with the understanding of other programming concepts 

such as conditional statements or looping, although they can be 

implemented. 

4.3 Greenfoot 

 

Figure 4. Greenfoot main screen with objects. 

Greenfoot is a PAT that is used to teach object-oriented 

programming to secondary school learners [15].  Users can easily 

create different microworlds that are visually appealing and easy 

to interact with.   

Users can interact with Greenfoot objects directly (Figure 4).  

Changes in the position and appearance of objects can be 

observed directly.  Classes associated with Greenfoot objects are 

visible on the main screen (Figure 4) and code for the different 

objects can also be modified by the user.  The coding language 

used is Java.  Similar to BlueJ, Greenfoot only assists with the 

understanding of the implementation of objects and classes.   

4.4 Ville 

 

Figure 5. Execution of program in Ville with question being 

posed to user. 

Ville is a language-independent programming tool [28].  Code 

execution is demonstrated using visualisation techniques.  Ville 

has the syntax rules for several programming languages built in, 

including Java, Python, PHP, javascript, C++ and pseudocode.  

New languages can be added using the syntax editor. 

A user can control the speed of execution as well as step forward 

or back through the program code.  Explanations for program 

lines are provided and Ville can be set up to ask the user questions 

about the current code being executed (Figure 5).  

4.5 Jeliot 

 

Figure 6. Visualisation of program execution using Jeliot.  

Jeliot animates programs to assist novice programmer 

understanding of introductory programming concepts.  Jeliot is 

capable of animating most of the Java language, including object 

allocation [4]. 

Visualisation and animation techniques are used in Jeliot to assist 

novice programmers to develop an accurate mental model of 

programming concepts during code comprehension [4].  The 

current line of execution is indicated to users during execution of 

the program (Figure 6).  Four areas in the animation are used to 



indicate current variable values, expression evaluations, value of 

constants and the allocation of and reference to objects and arrays. 

The standard Jeliot program assists novice programmers with the 

understanding of Java programs [4].  Jeliot 3 has been redesigned 

to separate the interpretation and animation of Java programs.  

This means that Jeliot 3 can be used to animate programs written 

in another programming language. 

4.6 RoboMind 

 

Figure 7. RoboMind program executing. 

RoboMind has been designed as a tool that can be used as a first 

introduction to programming without any prerequisites.  User 

program a robot to move around and interact with objects in a 

map world using a simple educational programming language 

called ROBO (Figure 7). 

The RoboMind environment is freely available and the RoboMind 

2.2 development environment is available as open source.  

RoboMind can thus be adapted to change the implementation of 

programming concepts to suit a particular programming language 

or to add additional functionality. 

4.7 Scratch 
The purpose of Scratch is to provide children with a tool that will 

allow them to start programming earlier [33].  Scratch allows 

people of different backgrounds and interests to easily create their 

own interactive games, animations, stories and simulations [29, 

33]. 

In Scratch a building block metaphor is used whereby graphical 

blocks are combined to build scripts (Figure 8).  This allows 

novice programmers to focus on finding problem solutions as 

syntax errors are eliminated.  Scratch is also visually appealing 

and promotes active learning.   

A problem that novice programmers using Scratch may encounter 

is that it will be difficult for them to move directly to a traditional 

programming environment after using Scratch.  The use of an 

intermediate software tool to provide a link between the concepts 

introduced in Scratch and the methods of implementing these 

concepts in a programming language is suggested [29]. 

 

Figure 8. Scratch main screen with code area in the middle. 

4.8 Additional Programming Assistance Tools    
Several other PATs were also identified by this research study.  

PlanAni [6], for example, is a tool that uses animation to 

demonstrate the roles of variables.  Alice [7, 15] is a tool similar 

to Scratch that can be used to create 3D animations and games by 

dragging object properties and methods to build the program 

code.  In B# [13], users create a program by dragging and 

dropping icons to create a flowchart.  The program can be 

executed and equivalent Pascal code is generated.  jGrasp [17] 

automatically generates UML class diagrams to allow users to 

visualise objects, data structures and primitive variables.  

5. EVALUATION OF PATS 
This section demonstrates how the selection criteria formulated in 

Section 3 can be used to evaluate programming assistance tools.  

The programming assistance tools presented in Section 4 are 

evaluated.  Table 2 and Table 3 provide an indication of which 

selection criteria each of the tools meet.   

BlueJ, Greenfoot, BlueJ and Jeliot allow users to write programs 

in Java code, while B# generates Pascal code from the flowchart 

created by the user.   The remaining tools are not programming 

language specific.  Scratch, Alice and RobotProg can be used to 

teach any programming languages even though none of the tools 

explicitly teaches syntax for these languages.  All three tools 

allow users to learn about different programming concepts using a 

drag-and-drop interface.  The statements used are similar to the 

statements used by most programming languages even though 

they do not conform to the syntactical rules of any particular 

language.  RoboMind can be adapted to compile code in any 

programming language. 

BlueJ, Greenfoot, jGrasp and Jeliot allow the user to implement 

all of the programming concepts listed in Table 2.  These are Java 

tools that are able to open and compile any java source files.  The 

remaining tools allow users to implement certain of the 

programming concepts. 

 



Table 2.  Evaluation of programming assistance tools using selection criteria: Programming Concepts. 

 

B#, Jeliot, PlanAni, Ville and RobotProg can assist users with 

code comprehension and code execution through the use of 

visualisation and animation (Table 3).  All of the tools, except 

Alice and Scratch, can assist users to improve their knowledge of 

programming language syntax.  The statements used by the 

original RoboMind are similar to Java but the editor can be 

adapted to compile statements that users are more accustomed to 

using in a particular programming language.  All of the tools have 

been developed to support user understanding of programming 

principles and concepts.  The tools also all promote self-study and 

self-exploration by users.    

Scratch and Alice help users to create a solution correctly.  In 

Scratch and Alice the statements used indicate to users where 

conditions or variables must be inserted or if other statements 

must be included within a loop or control structure.  RobotProg 

allows users to create a solution using a flowchart diagram.  Users 

are able to visualise and compare the execution of the solution 

using the flowchart with the actions of the robot. 

All of the tools except PlanAni allow users to code or create a 

solution within the tools, thus catering for the kinesthetic learning 

preference.  In PlanAni, users can only run built-in examples to 

understand how the code is executed.  None of the tools cater for 

the aural learning preference.  Jeliot, Ville and PlanAni include 

functionality to ask users questions regarding the code or provide 

explanations when the code is executed.  This may assist users 

that prefer the read/write learning preference.  All of the tools 

address the visual learning preference by using visualisation when 

building the code solution or during code execution.   

All of the tools can be used to assist users to apply their 

understanding of simple exercises to more complex exercises.  

None of the tools explicitly scaffold the learning.  In all the tools, 

the example exercises provided should include simple as well as 

complex examples of different programming concepts to assist 

user understanding.   

The error handling item is greyed out for Scratch and Alice (Table 

3).  These tools do not require error handling or error messages to 

be displayed to users.  The use of the drag-and-drop interface 

ensures that users can only use the correct statements and syntax.  

Error handling and compiler messages are also not applicable for 

PlanAni as built-in examples are used which cannot be edited by 

the user.   
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Programming Language (s=specific, n=non-specific) n s s n n s s n n n s 

Concepts 

Variables            

Input (getting information from the user)            

Output(displaying information to the user)            

If-statements            

Case (Delphi)/Switch(Java) statements            

For-loops            

Repeat loops            

While loops            

String handling            

Procedures            

Functions            

One-Dimensional Arrays            

Two-Dimensional Arrays            

File handling            

Accessing a database            

SQL statements            

Correct use of parameters            

Objects & classes            

Problem solving            

Debugging            



Table 3.  Evaluation of programming assistance tools using selection criteria: Programming skills and knowledge. 

 

Only B# and RoboMind use simple error messages that try to 

inform users of syntax errors in the code using language and terms 

that are easier for novice programmers to understand.  BlueJ, 

Greenfoot, jGrasp and Jeliot – use the standard Java compiler.  

The error messages are the same messages that expert 

programmers would receive in professional programming 

environments such as Netbeans or Eclipse.All of the tools that 

have been evaluated are freely available for use and can be 

downloaded, without charge, from their respective websites.  The 

source-code of RoboMind and B# are available for modification 

and adaption.  Ville can be set up to convert code examples into 

other programming languages that are not included with the initial 

installation.  In PlanAni, although the examples are built-in, it is 

possible to extend these examples using a special file format.  A 

programmer with understanding of programming concepts and 

principles and who is able to work with these different tools will 

be able to adapt these tools to cater for more programming 

concepts and/or different programming languages.   

6. CONCLUSION 
Teaching novice programmers to program requires an 

understanding of the difficulties of learning to program.  This 

research study has discussed the difficulties novice programmers 

face when learning to program and highlighted reasons for some 

of these difficulties.  Figure 1 and Section 2 explain the 

knowledge and skills required to program successfully.   

Novice programmers can be assisted by the programming 

environments or tool in which they learn to program, especially if 

the programming tool is specifically designed to assist novice 

programmers.  Before selecting a tool, however, it is important to 

identify what knowledge and skills a novice programmer is trying 

to develop.  Table 2 and Table 3 (Section 5) indicate that 

programming assistance tools do not meet all the criteria that have 

been identified to assist novice programmers.  It is recommended 

that skills and knowledge that are most important for the novice to 

develop (for example, problem solving, understanding of code 

execution, or syntax knowledge) should first be identified in order 

to guide the tool selection. 

One should also be aware of how difficult it may be to use a tool 

if no explicit instruction or assistance will be provided before 

providing or recommending a programming assistance tool to 

novice programmers.  A brief document describing the main 

interface of the tool together with sources where additional help 

can be found is recommended.  Including simple and complex 

example exercises with the tool may also assist users to 

understand how different programming concepts can be 

implemented. 

The selection criteria (Table 1) presented in this paper has been 

used in a research study to select tools for IT learners in South 

African secondary schools.  The selection criteria will be 

 = tool meets the criteria 
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Programming skills & knowledge: 

Code comprehension            

Promotes problem solving using strategies            

Code execution            

Syntax knowledge            

Knowledge of programming principles & concepts            

Teaching/Learning approach: 

Constructivist (promote self-study)            

Feedback to guide solution creation            

Learning Preferences: 

Visual            

Aural            

Read/Write            

Kinesthetic (user actually codes)             

Other: 

Simple & Complex examples (scaffolding)            

Error handling            

Simple error messages/suggestions to correct errors            

Visualisation/Animation            

Can Adapt?            



 

evaluated and changed, where necessary, based on the findings of 

the research. 
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